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About This Game

Navigate the beauty and hazards of the solar system while riding on a wave of light in this innovative action-puzzle game. On
your journey to restore light to a dying galaxy being consumed by a Singularity, you'll travel from Pluto to the Sun and interact
with a wide variety of strange objects, and mind-bending situations that will affect the path of your wave, and the world around

you, in interesting ways.
Simple to play but difficult to master, Waveform combines the pure fun of retro arcade titles with all the modern bells and
whistles of modern gaming. Colorful graphics and a retro soundtrack accompany 100 levels of increasingly fascinating and
wondrous challenges featuring mysterious and fun objects like Wormholes, Particle Accelerators, and the enigmatic Space

Squids of Venus!

Key Features:

Innovative and Unique Gameplay -
You've never played a game like this before! Experience the refreshingly unique wave-manipulation gameplay of
Waveform in a fast-action adventure like no other.

Master the game, not the controls - Featuring extremely simple controls involving dragging the mouse to manipulate
your wave's amplitude and wavelength, gamers of all skill levels can instantly jump in and enjoy Waveform. It's easy get
started, but difficult to master.

Play at your own pace - Will you take a relaxing ride through the solar system or challenge yourself to conquer each
level and unlock bonuses and achievements? Each level is designed with multiple layers of difficulty so you can sit back
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and enjoy the zen-like flow of the wave or get on the edge of your seat for a heart-racing wave run. The choice is yours!

Stellar amount of content - With over 100 levels spread across 11 worlds featuring dozens of unique objects and
discover, there's an incredible amount of content to experience. And after you beat the game you can enjoy New Game
+, featuring re-mastered versions of each level in the theme of the game's bonus levels.

Rockin' Retro Soundtrack - Enjoy a musical masterpiece featuring dynamic audio that adapts with the pace of the
game.

Deep Space Mode - Journey into the far reaches of deep space in 11 different randomly-generated endless scenarios.
Strive for the high score and earn your spot on the Steam Leaderboards!
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Title: Waveform
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Eden Industries
Publisher:
Eden Industries
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2012
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The fighting system is original and clever. Having the enemies's and your partners' actions wheels always cycling and not being
able to use the same action twice (until you've used all actions in your wheel) forces you to think ahead. The management of
abilities, money, health and relationships between fights is a fun challenge, without being overwhelmingly complicated.

The game does get repetitive quite fast, so it's really a game to be played in short sessions.

Lots of mechanics really foster the feeling of maintaining and being in a relationship. For example, once you have grown close
enough to a partner, you can be in-sync with them (having both of your action wheels turn together). Another example is the
choices you have to make: there are branching paths, and there are two different actions you can choose to do at the end of
fights. Each has their pros and cons, and the player may have their idea of what is the best action to make, but your partner(s)
will choose something first. If you decide to go with them, your relationship grows stronger (which has the in-game purpose of
eventually making them "level up" and gain more health); if you don't your relationship grows weaker, eventually leading to a
break up.

 To me, such details reinforce the idea of having a relationship that evolves and that you have to take care of. All of this makes
Roguemance a game about love without having dialogues or being (too) explicit about it <3. Ok beside all bad revies i have
bought it, theres nothing like OMSI or ETS. This game is total trash... Played for 1 hour and yet im crazed... No proper guides
for beginners too. The handling sucks you in too much and makes you crash, try to be easy on steering, you cannot turn at all !
Sounds fail. Not even worth my 3 dollars.. I highly recommend this visual novel. While it's "short" enough to finish in a single
sitting (about 2 hours to reach every ending if you make use of strategically placed saves or the scene skip system), this works to
the game's advantage, as it rarely feels like the story is stagnating as it can in stories that focus on the slice-of-life elements that
are often found in longer visual novels.

The pacing is a bit awkward near the beginning, but the majority of the game is very well-written. The only "flaw" I noticed in
the game was that two major plot points are so heavily foreshadowed that genre-savvy readers can tell what will happen long in
advance, but this isn't always a bad thing.

Fair warning: there is no unambiguously happy ending to this game. All 4 endings involve bad things happening, and even the
"Final" ending unlocked from completing the other 3 can be seen as a sad ending.

Another quick thing to note is that while there are elements of romance in this game, it is not a romance-focused visual novel.
There are no "character routes" that change who the main character is interested in. If being able to choose the protagonist's love
interest is what you're looking for, this may not be the right game.

Bottom line: If you're looking for a visual novel with a well-written and serious story that won't require weeks of reading to
finish, this is a good choice.. My wife says this game rocked and she wishes there was another.. Runers is a top-down, may-as-
well-be-twin-stick shooter with roguelike qualities, including permadeath. Contrary to what you might have expected after
glancing at the screenshots, the game does not feature traditional loot, consumables, equipment or an inventory system, other than
what\u2019s required to craft spells. With this in mind, I didn\u2019t expect it to have much depth but was pleasantly surprised to
be proven at least partly wrong.

The main attraction here is the magic system that lets you combine a catalyst with one to three runes from eight elements to create
285 different spells. Most results are unique in both animation and effect and generally fall under buff, debuff, direct single-target
damage, area of effect, or some combination thereof. Spells can be further upgraded in power by dragging duplicate runes of the
same element onto them, which augments their damage, knockback, cooldown, bullet size and speed. Runes, and the catalysts
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needed to combine them, drop from enemies and destructibles and are presented as a reward option when descending floors.

Spell quick slots are limited, maxing out at six after you\u2019ve beaten a few minibosses, and excess spells must be in one of two
storage slots or discarded. Two primary spells can be set to autofire so that they blast toward your cursor each time the cooldowns
are up, which really makes casting feel like a twin-stick shooter without actual twin-stick support. Spell quality varies wildly with a
few feeling overpowered, many feeling useless, and most falling somewhere in between. Casting does not consume resources and is
only limited by cooldowns, so it\u2019s fun to experiment with different builds.

Adventuring begins with choosing a difficulty, a racial passive ability, a class that determines your activatable special ability, and a
starter spell (or, in roguelike fashion, just hit \u201crandom\u201d and let the game decide these things for you). After this,
you\u2019ll be placed in a ten-floor dungeon with a toggleable map overlay that shows which rooms you\u2019ve visited and any
items you\u2019ve left behind.

Enemies often feel just as, if not more, powerful than you because they cast the same spells available to you and can quickly fill
your debuff bar. Combat involves a lot of running in circles as a result, dodging projectiles like you\u2019re in bullet hell while
slinging your own spells toward the pack of enemies that\u2019s chasing you. Emerging as the victor will unlock the exits in that
room and let you progress to the next. Rinse and repeat. The bulk of Runers\u2019 depth and imagination went into its magic
system and there isn\u2019t much in the way of surprises outside of that. There are really only three room variants in the game:
rooms containing a throng of enemies, a boss or miniboss, or a challenge (which is often just another throng of enemies whose
conditional defeat rewards you with a perk).

Upon leveling up or completing a challenge room, you get to choose between four perks that are drawn randomly from a huge pool.
With a few exceptions, these bonuses are more about augmenting your spells to be as deadly as possible and less about traditional
character stat building. Even though death is permanent, a runedex keeps track of all the spell combinations you\u2019ve unlocked
thus far and a bestiary does the same for all the enemies you\u2019ve encountered. There are also leaderboards for each
difficulty and 30 optional, standalone challenges.

As long as you delve into Runers with an open mind and no expectations of it cleanly fitting into a particular genre\u2014and
you\u2019re prepared to deal with the difficulty of projectile hell\u2014you should enjoy the ride.. in PVE is very difficult and
the bots are too fast. Mulitplayer is dead and it doesnt support steam controller.
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no pathfinding. I have 43 hours on this game fantistac it so fantastic i spelled it backward was going to edit it but nah

Who ever like tower defence game i would recommend this game. i got all this sand, if i had some gunpowder i could make
some tnt

oh wait wrong game

this one is still good though. Fun to play. Looks great. Sounds great. Get it if you like arcade shmups.. If reliable online
monopoly is what you are looking for,this is it. really good. I have won this game in a lucky drawing. Firstly first picture is
wrong, there is not such thing as "Striking a shattering blow against devilish Robot", that is Episode 2, which looks it was
planned to be added, but since the game is no longer at Early Access and is showing at many bundles now I don't have much
hope for it. The game is almost 50/50 for me, if devs will introduce next Episode(s) I would be more then happy to change my
mark to possitive.

This is an arcade game.

Advantages:
-good optimisation
-runs under Linux
-trading cards
-nice graphics (and nice girls)
-crew and upgrades (although only 2 ships to choose from)
-enjoyable but difficult at some times
-optional grinding levels

Disadvantages:
-short (my time is time it took me to end the game - see also beginning of this review)
-leftovers from flash/android platform like time waiting, premium crystals (although devs ware able to remove all
microtransactions and crystals are nicely introduced into the game)
-there could be far more content (like different guns, more ships, maybe artgallery)
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